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Part 1.  RELEVANCE AND SIGNIFICANCE 
 

1. Relevance and Significance to the Pacific Salmon Treaty:    
 
The Mamquam River is an important coho and chinook salmon producing tributary within the 
Squamish River watershed. The Squamish River estuary, lying at the head of Howe Sound, was 
formed at the confluences of the Mamquam and Squamish Rivers and historically supported a 
large complex wetland with interconnected tidally influenced sloughs and channels. These 
diverse habitats provided exceptional quality habitat for many salmonid species particularly coho 
and chinook salmon. Dyking in the early twentieth century confined the Mamquam River and 
Squamish Rivers to relatively narrow corridors isolated from most of their historic floodplain 

lands. Internal drainages remain in some of the 
undeveloped portions of these isolated 
floodplain areas but suffer from reduced flows 
and poor connections to viable salmon 
populations in adjacent habitats. One such 
drainage is Loggers Lane Creek which 
discharges directly into Howe Sound through 
the now isolated channel of the Mamquam 
River known locally as the Mamquam Blind 
Channel.  
   
 
 

Figure 1a (above) 1950’s & 1b (below) present day 
 
The project is located at the margin of the present floodplain of the Mamquam River 
immediately adjacent to the 200 year flood dyke. On the opposite side of that dyke are the 
headwaters of Loggers Lane Creek which was originally a flood channel of the Mamquam River 
but is now isolated from its parent stream. This proposal started with the first phase in August 
2005 of a multi-year effort that began through increasing the amount of critical over wintering 
habitat available to Mamquam River coho salmon through the creation of additional wetland, 
pond and channel habitat adjacent to the Mamquam River. This portion was completed in 

October 2005. The amount of over wintering 
habitat along the Mamquam River is thought 
to be the critical limiting factor controlling 
coho salmon populations in this watershed. 
This phase of the floodplain restoration 
project also provides rearing habitat for coho 
and chinook salmon along with spawning 
habitat for coho, chinook, pink, and chum 
salmon and steelhead trout.   
 

Figures 1a & 1b show aerial photos of Howe Sound and the differences in habitat between the 
1950s and 1990s. 
 
The second phase of this restoration effort was initiated by October 2005 and involved the 
diversion of a controlled amount of water flow through the 200 year flood dyke (Centennial 
Way) to re-connect the Mamquam River with now isolated floodplain channels and sloughs 
within the Loggers Lane Creek and the Mamquam Blind Channel and to allow fish passage 
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between these two fish habitats. Loggers Lane Creek and Mamquam Blind Channel collectively 
have more than 50,000 square meters of remnant channel and wetland are now restored to a high 
level of productivity with a consistent water flow from the Mamquam River. Along with this 
second phase of the project a work group was struck to identify options for protecting and 
restoring the remaining floodplain channels, wetlands and forest within the Loggers 
Lane/Mamquam Blind Channel corridor from future urban development. Fisheries and Oceans 
Canada (DFO), the BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, Squamish District, 
Squamish Nation and the local community are working closely to provide future working plans 
for conservation of these important lands and this project has supported these initiatives. 
 
Much of the costs associated with the first phase related to the installation of a controlled river 
intake and pipeline which created a reliable water supply while the second phase involved the 
construction of a channel network that provides over wintering ponding and spawning channels. 
Last years project involved the reconnection of Loggers Lane Creek with the newly constructed 
channels providing as many water pathways to the Mamquam Blind Channel. The District of 
Squamish has now initiated the compensation channels (for Block R – Solterra Development) to 
redirect some of the flows across the Brennan Park Recreational Grounds along former 
waterways (which are now ditches between the ball fields). This year the works began early in 
April with the construction of connector channels across Finch Drive to provide flow into the 
former intermittent and ephemeral channels in this area that became isolated in 1995 with the 
construction of Finch Drive that effectively contained the natural flow through 5 culverts. As 
well, later in the spring, works were continued to bring flows along Loggers Lane south of Finch 
Drive through a former drainage ditch. Woody debris complexing and boulder clusters were 
installed along with control weirs, beaver boxes, and a deepening of the invert to provide flood 
conveyance. This latter point proved important during the November storm events. The plans are 
to continue the works in 2007 to provide greater habitat for coho in the section of land 
sandwiched between Loggers Lane Road and Highway 99. 
 

2.  Priority of Need:  
 
BC Georgia Basin coho salmon populations have 
experienced declines in overall abundance over 
the past decades as a result of declining ocean 
survivals and decreasing freshwater production as 
watersheds have been developed to serve the 
growing human population within the basin. 
Human population growth within Georgia Basin 
continues to increase and the future viability of 
many coho populations is in question. In 2001, 
Fisheries and Oceans Canada identified the 
Squamish River watershed as a the top priority for 
salmon stock recovery planning within the Lower 
Fraser Area due to its high existing and potential 
fishery value and because of the threats to salmon 
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Figure 2 – Construction of Beaver Box 
diversion along new channel 
production from development within the 
atershed. In 2003, the Pacific Salmon Endowment Fund Society, the Pacific Salmon 
oundation and the Squamish River Watershed Society, working with all three levels of 
overnment, Squamish First Nation, industry and community partners began a formal Salmon 
ecovery Plan process for the Squamish River watershed. Human development of floodplain 
reas was identified as a present and future threat to the viability of many coho salmon 
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populations within the watershed. Both protection and restoration of these floodplain habitats, 
and this project in particular was given a high priority by the Salmon Recovery Workgroup. The 
District of Squamish is growing at a rapid rate, partly as a result of the 2010 Olympics, the 
Highway #99 is being widened and upgraded through the Loggers Lane watershed and the 
relatively undeveloped lands of that watershed are being considered for either protection or 
development so the timing of this restoration action is critical. 
 
 
3. Context as to relevancy of the Southern Fund and/or Implementation of the Pacific 

Salmon Treaty:   
 
 Consistent with Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Lower Fraser Area, priorities as identified in 

supporting letter. 
 High priority activity identified in draft Squamish River Salmon Recovery Plan and 

identified in supporting letter. 
 Consistent with Squamish District vision for enhancing environmental value of Mamquam 

River, Loggers Lane Creek and the Mamquam Blind Channel and identified in supporting 
letter. 

 Contributes to strengthening natural productivity of a coho population which is a 
component of the Strait of Georgia Mainland, Southern BC Coho Management Unit, as 
identified in the Pacific Salmon Treaty.  

 Consistent with the overall goal of the Squamish Nation Land Use plan which places a high 
priority on restoring damaged salmon habitats within the Squamish River watershed and 
identified in supporting letter. 

 
 

 Figure 3 – Before and after Ballfield Channels (alongside Loggers Lane Drive) – location 
shown in Figure 6 below as “3” 

Part 2.  TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 
 

4.  Objectives:     
 
Objective # 1 : 
 

Core funding provided the opportunity to obtain matching funds from a wide 
range of partners to maintain the momentum of the larger floodplain 
rehabilitation project. 
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Objective # 2 : 
 

The project achieved the objective to restore, rehabilitate, and enhance the 
Mamquam River and Squamish River floodplain as productive fish habitat for 
species such as chum, coho, chinook an pink salmon as well as steelhead and 
sea run cutthroat trout. On a further note, the new Brennan groundwater fed 
channel and intake channel has become home to an exceptionally large 
population of American Dippers. 

 
Objective # 3 : 
 

Consistent flows from the Mamquam River onto its historic floodplain have 
been maintained. Further rehabilitation of fish habitat downstream has also 
allowed for juvenile and adult salmonid migration between the Mamquam River 
and those previously isolated habitat areas. 

 
Objective # 4 : 
 

Channel and flow connections between the former isolated channels within the 
Mamquam and Squamish River floodplains and the Squamish River estuary 
now provide access across linear corridors such as roads, recreational trails, and 
railway lines permitting fish passage. 

 
Objective # 5 : 
 

Long term agreements between the District of Squamish, Ministry of 
Transportation, CN Rail and the Ministry of Environment, and other 
landowners has resulted in the long term management of the floodplain lands 
ensuring the long term viability of important fish populations in these areas. 

 
Objective # 6 : 
 

Monitoring has been successful in ascertaining the merits of these collective 
restoration projects towards the return of robust populations of salmon. The 
further project works will next help to improve the connections within the 
estuary thereby directly assisting chinook fry development! 

 
 
5. Approach:   
 
The Mamquam River flows around a high point of land which protrudes into the floodplain that 
has been protected with large angular rock by BC Hydro to secure a high voltage transmission 
line and right of way. As part of Phase I, in 2005/06 an intake structure was placed in the 
existing rock revetment bank of the Mamquam River and a pipeline installed to deliver water 
from the intake into an over bank portion of the Mamquam River floodplain. This year, with 
Phase II, saw the installation of the flood control gate across Centennial Way flood dyke. This 
flood gate will be maintained and controlled by District of Squamish staff and through current 
discussions with DFO the protocol to the operating flows is being decided upon. 
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Figure 4a/4b – Downstream and Upstream view (respectively) of new flood control gate 

(location shown below in Figure 6 as “4”) 
 
 
 
 

    
Figures 5a/5b – New Channel along Loggers Lane showing culverts and LWD before and after 

water (image location shown below in Figure 6 as “5”) 
 
The further works for Phase II included a new fish channel along a former drainage ditch on 
Loggers Lane Drive (figures 5a/5b above), a new diversion from the Ballfield Channel directing 
flows across Finch Drive into a series of eight channel beds that reconnect to Loggers Lane (as 
can be seen in the map below in the white oval section). 
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Figure 6 – overview map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Part 3.   HUMAN RESOURCES 
 

6.  Key Personnel:  
 
 Contact and involvement with local government, land owners and community interests and 

overall project management and reporting was lead by Project Manager, Edith Tobe, 
Squamish River Watershed Society (SRWS). 

 
 Professional Services relating to design and implementation of project was overseen by 

Fisheries and Oceans Canada, Resource Restoration. This group is composed of 
professional biologists, engineers and technicians employed by the Government of Canada. 
This group was responsible for delivering habitat restoration, improvement and 
development projects within the DFO Lower Fraser Area and has had a long history of 
collaborative habitat projects within the Squamish River watershed. 

 
 Technical Supervision and Environmental Monitoring during project implantation was 

undertaken by a team composed of Squamish Nation, District of Squamish, SRWS, and 
DFO representatives. 
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7.  Consultation; coordination and approvals:  

 
 Contributed to the multi-agency effort to develop a Salmon Recovery Plan and this projects 

goals and objectives complements that plan. 
 Specific discussions and with DFO regarding this project, who are responsible for the 

management of fish habitat and salmon populations in watershed.  
 Specific discussions with Squamish First Nation regarding how this project would impact 

existing aboriginal rights and titles and partnership opportunities. 
 Specific discussions with District of Squamish regarding how this project would reflect 

land use priorities as identified in the Squamish District Official Community Plan. 
 

8. Partnerships:   
 

 The Bridge Coastal Restoration Program has provided $76,000 in funds towards the 
estuary component of channel connections and reestablishing fish habitat. 

 The District of Squamish continues to provide funding to assess the technical options of 
re-watering the Loggers Lane Creek watershed and for developing a land use concept for 
the watershed which will protect and enhance its environmental, social and economic 
value (through HayCo). Furthermore, in partnership the DOS will undertake a sensitive 
habitat mapping project. 

 Fisheries and Oceans Canada has agreed to protect significant in-kind services and 
materials to this project over the next several years. 

 The Squamish Nation monitors Mamquam River salmon spawning areas and has added 
this area to that program. 

 As part of the 2010 Sea to Sky highway 99 upgrade certain culverts on Loggers Lane 
Creek and the Mamquam Blind slough are being replaced and increased in capacity by 
the Ministry of Highways and Transportation to accommodate improve water flows in 
these watercourses expected for the near future. Ministry of Transportation contributed 
another $50,000 towards the rewatering project. 

 The Sea to Sky Improvement Project, along with the required culvert upgrades along 
Highway 99, has installed a new culvert under Highway 99 to reconnect the waters of 
Loggers Lane back into Britannia Slough (on the west side of Highway 99 to the south of 
the Industrial Park). The cost of this project was estimated to be around $200,000. 

 Canadian Hydro Developers continues to provide around $2,500 in funds for annual 
monitoring of revegetation efforts and assessing fish presence and usage  

 The Pacific Salmon Foundation, through the recommendations of the Squamish Salmon 
Recovery Plan, contributed an additional $76,000 in funding towards this project 
allowing Phase II to be completed and Phase III to be initiated. 

 CN Rail is developing design drawings to install a culvert access connection into upper 
Wilson Slough thereby permitting flow once again from the Central Estuary into the 
Mamquam Blind Channel. This project will cost approximately $400,000. 

 

Part 4.   BENEFITS 
 
 

9.  Measures of Success:   
 
 In addition to the creation of over 1,800 linear metres of new channels that were created 

in Phase I, and the construction of a usable area of over 5,400 square metres in the start-
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up of Phase II, an additional 7,500 square metres of high quality small stream, slough and 
tidal channel habitat has been constructed. The benefits will be experienced by all the 
salmon species that utilize this system with the expectation that coho salmon stocks will 
be directly improved upon as a result. An annual increase of 4,000 coho salmon smolts is 
anticipated from the current works which over the expected 50+ year life of the project 
will result in an additional 200,000 wild coho salmon smolts entering into the marine 
environment. 

 In the first year (2005), as soon as the channel connections were made to the Mamquam 
River spawning salmon immediately migrated into the new channels. Over 50 spawning 
chum were counted in October and over 100 spawning Coho were counted in December. 
In this current season (2006) the number of chum salmon in the Brennan Ground Water 
Channel and in the intake channel exceeded several thousand adults. The coho numbers 
over the course of the spawning season were around 85 adults. (As mentioned, American 
Dippers frequented this site along with Bald Eagles and on a one day assessment made 
December 24th, 2006, 24 American Dippers were counted along with over 50 Bald Eagles 
in this one small area.) 

 The trail constructed along the periphery of the site has been heavily utilized and 
comments have been made to the Watershed Society requesting interpretive signage be 
placed at strategic locations. 

 In the spring and throughout the 2006 season sampling will be undertaken to identify the 
fry distribution. This was completed through to the 2007 season and this data will be 
compiled in a monitoring report which will be made available at a later date. 

 This year marked the first introduction of an education school program that was 
developed by D.G. Blair-Whitehead (Whitehead Environmental Ltd) along with the local 
School District 48. Over 250 school children grades K-3 attended over 2 hours in field 
lessons including coho fry release (courtesy of Tenderfoot Hatchery and CA Rob Bell-
Irving), plant identification and riparian planting (each child was given a plant to place in 
the riparian zone on the new Pelk-Wilem Channel), and experiencing the five senses and 
drawing up a small map of the area. 

 The project site at both the Ballfield site and at the new Pelk-Wilem Channel (up by the 
flood control dyke) were the site for the above noted education program along with an 
extremely successful Rivers Day event that saw over 200 visitors who were able to 
participate in walks about the site, learn about restoration and habitat projects, invasive 
species, and participate first hand along with Squamish Nation with opening prayers and 
welcoming ceremony. The local MLA Joan McIntyre, amongst many others, were in 
attendance. 
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 Figure 7 – Squamish Nation welcome and prayer (location: Ballfield Channel)  
 taken at September 2006 Rivers Day 
 

       
Figure 8 – photos from September 2006 Rivers Day 
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Figure 9 – Group photo at Flood Control Gate (left to right: Chief Gibby Jacob, Matt Foy, Joan 
McIntrye (MLA), Al Lewis Jr with children, Bebe Lewis, Eileen Jacobs, Patricia Heintzman 
(DOS councilor), and Randall Lewis 
 

     
Figure 10 – October 2006 school program at Pelk-Wilem & Brennan Groundwater channels 
 

12. Monitoring and Assessment:  
 
Monitoring of project will be carried out by members of SRWS, DFO, SN and local Squamish 
Stream keepers members. Squamish Nation technicians enumerate spawning salmon on the 
Mamquam River and its tributaries each season and have already included this area in their survey. 
When maintenance is identified the partners will develop both a funding and implementation 
strategy. This relationship is long established in the Squamish watershed and works well. Habitat 
restoration projects located within the larger Squamish River watershed support over 40,000 
spawning salmon each season and have been successfully monitored, maintained and protected over 
the last two decades.  
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13.  Beneficiaries:   
 
 Coho, chinook, chum and pink salmon from the Squamish River would be expected to 

contribute to BC, Washington and Alaska, sport and commercial fisheries. Squamish 
Nation and recreational fisheries within the Squamish River will harvest, coho chinook, 
pink and chum produced from this project. Local residents and businesses will benefit 
from the improvements to the natural assets of the community which will attract residents 
and non-resident tourist interest alike. The Squamish valley is a world renowned Bald 
eagle viewing area and additional salmon will benefit those populations. 

 Materials purchased from local suppliers provides a benefit to the local economy. 
 Project management costs shown in the budget assist in covering a portion of the time 

and resources invested by the Squamish River Watershed Society in developing this 
proposal and the overall watershed initiative to improve the salmon resources of the 
Squamish River watershed. 

 School children now have an opportunity to gain hands on experience on how restoration 
works such as these contribute towards the improvement to the fisheries resource. 

 
 

14. Next Steps:  
 
Phase II is well underway due to the support from so many funding sources and the construction 
along the Loggers Lane extension channels have been completed at the upper end. Phase III has 
commenced with ongoing riparian revegetated continues. The flood gate was opened to flows 
mid-February 2006. Work is well underway in developing future channel connectors with the 
District of Squamish, Fisheries and Oceans, and the landowners and developers who are seeking 
development opportunities within this watershed. The salmonids have already begun utilizing the 
habitat and over the course of the year, through regular monitoring programmes, the variety and 
numbers of different salmonids utilizing the system will be recorded. As this is a multi-staged 
project work will proceed towards reconnecting the western branch of the Mamquam Blind 
Channel, Wilson Slough, with the Central Estuary to once again reestablish the Mamquam Blind 
Channel as prime salmonid habitat. The next stages will be working on the downstream 
receiving bodies along the Britannia Slough and in the central estuary as well as reestablishing 
functioning habitat in Mashiter spawning Channel (to the north of the Mamquam River at which 
Highways has added a new box culvert that should provide better flow passage). 
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M A M Q U A M 
R E U N I O N  

       

       

       
District of Squamish: Actions:  Fisheries and Oceans: Actions:  Squamish Nation: Actions  Squamish River Watershed Society: Actions 

       
1994 Central Squamish Drainage Study prepared by 
SRK id’s the upper reaches of the MBC as an im-
portant component of the overall drainage system 
for the DOS 

 Work in Partnership with DOS and local community 
groups and Squamish Nation to explore rewatering 
opportunities. 

 Participation in Central Study Area Working Group 
and providing input and direction towards Rewater-
ing Efforts. 

 1997 Development of Mamquam Blind Channel / 
Wilson Slough extended study identifying restora-
tion recommendations, riparian and wetland map-
ping, public awareness and further partnerships 

1995 report “A Vision for the Upper Reaches - 
Mamquam Blind Channel", includes a recommenda-
tion that water flow be reinstated into the Mamquam 
Blind Channel 

 Cleaning debris and deepening of Wilson Slough by 
Youth Centre (in behind High School); provide in-
vert elevations to DOS for Buckley culvert upgrades;  

 2005  Approval from Chief and Council in support 
of Mamquam Reunion rewatering project. 

 2001 Participation in Central Study Area Working 
Group with DFO, SqNtn & DOS with local consult-
ant experts 

1996 Public comment questionairre from visioning 
workshop indicate that 77% of respondents were in 
favour of opening up waterflow in the area of the 
upper Mamquam Blind Channel. 

 Providing technical advice and all engineering de-
signs and overseeing  operations of Rewatering Con-
struction. 

 Ongoing support for project, including commemora-
tive channel, Pelk-WILEM. 

 2004 In partnership with DFO applied for funding 
from Pacific Salmon Commission subject to ap-
proval from DOS for intake structure into Mamquam 
River through Flood Control Dyke 

1998 Hiring of Environmental Coordinator (through 
MOE's USHP programme). 

   2005 to present: Assessment of coho use in newly 
constructed side channels. 

 2005, July 5th, presentation to DOS Council for sup-
port to install intake structure and maintenance of 
diversion channels 

1998 OCP “consideration will be given to the rewa-
tering of the Mamquam Blind Channel to improve 
the flushing action along the waterway and enhance 
its environmental features.”  &  that “the creation of 
a permanent water amenity would be enhanced by 
rewatering the Mamquam Blind Channel.” 

     2005, August, Approvals from DOS and funding 
from Pacific Salmon Commission, Pacific Salmon 
Foundation, Terasen Gas, Canadian Hydro, Ministry 
of Transportation and Bridge Coastal Restoration 
Program 

2001 The HayCo report considers various re-
watering design scenarios and makes recommenda-
tions on preferred re-watering designs (Finalized 
2004) 

     2006 to present Installation of culvert across Centen-
nial Way flood dyke (with flood control structure), 
2.5 km of new channel connectors, numerous culvert 
upgrades and beaver baffles 

2005, July 5th, presentation to DOS Council by 
SRWS for support to install intake structure and 
maintenance of diversion channels; Approved! 

      

SYNOPSIS: 
          Projects begin as ideas but 
ideas such as the ones that turn 
into wide scale success do not 
happen everyday or over night.  
          The Mamquam Reunion 
started as a vision from those 
who remembered the area when 
they were children and the water 
flowed year round with the 
salmon running in such numbers 
that the streams would burble 
from their passage. 
          Squamish Nation and the 
District of Squamish were the 
moving forces behind this pro-
ject. That coupled with Fisheries 
and Oceans expertise and sup-
port along with substantial com-
munity involvement has resulted  
in over 10 years of hard work 
and collaboration to reconnect 
once again the waters of the 
Mamquam River back into the 
receiving body of the Mamquam 
Blind Channel. 
          This project is a showcase 
as to how partnerships can 
strengthen the bonds to improv-
ing the natural sites within com-
munity centres. In this time of 
growth and development it is al-
ways important to be humbled by 
something as simple as provid-
ing fresh running water for the 
salmon to return to! 

The above figure was taking at the 2006 Rivers Day 
event: From left to right: Chief Gibby Jacob (Squa-
mish Nation), Matt Foy (Fisheries and Oceans), Joan 
McIntyre (provincial MLA), Al Lewis Jr & sons & 
Bebe Lewis with daughter (Squamish Nation), Patri-
cia Heintzman (District of Squamish Councillor), 
and Randall Lewis (Squamish Nation)

In November 2006, Evergreen Foundation 
helped to organize a volunteer planting party 
where native shrubs and trees were planted in 
the important riparian zones adjacent to the 
tidal sloughs of the channels.

The fall 2006 School Year for grades K-3 from 
three local elementary schools involved children 
participation in an educational program tailored 
specifically for the project. The program was 
developed by D.G. Blair-Whitehead in partner-
ship with the School District 48 teachers and 
was an unequivocal success!

 Aerial view facing south over Phase II; 
note that meandering channel constructed 
under BC Hydro right of way displacing an 
unnofficial dirt-bike path. The channel was 
constructed on the headwaters of Loggers 
Lane Creek (flowing towards the top of the 
photo). Under the road way (flood dyke) is a 
flood control gate (3) conveying River water 
downstream. The bottom of photo shows one 
of the connecting channel into Mamquam 
River (allowing fish passage). 
 Prior to 1921 the waters of the Mamquam 
River once flowed along the current Loggers 
Lane/Mamquam Blind Channel alignment but 
following a large storm event and subsequent 
dyking the Mamquam River was rerouted 
directly into the Squamish River where it 
remains to this day. 

At a ceremony held Sep-
tember 28, 2006 (Rivers 
Day), Squamish Nation 
lead the ceremony to 
bless and name some of 
the new channels (as seen 
in the background). This is 
the  Pelk-WILEM Channel,  
named in memory of Alan 
Lewis Sr. in tribute to the 
lasting legacy of his 
family.
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Current list of Project Partners:
District of Squamish Ministry of Transportation
Squamish Nation Sea to Sky Improvement Project
Fisheries and Oceans Canada Bridge Coastal Restoration Program
Squamish River Watershed Society North Vancouver Outdoor School
Hays and Company School District 48
Cascade Environmental Resource Group Whitehead Associates
Pacific Salmon Foundation CN Rail
Pacific Salmon Commission Squamish Streamkeepers
Canadian Hydro Development Corporation Evergreen Foundation


